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170 K. ROEGNER

The purpose of this article is to provide an indepth study of the fanning
method. To do so, Venkov's fanning method is generalized to the isofan, a

special isomorphism between rational bilinear form modules associated to root
lattices. Some examples are given illustrating the construction of new complete
even unimodular lattices from already known ones using isofans. In particular,
an easy construction for a lattice that Conway and Pless found using "several

processes including divination" is given. A classification of isofans concludes
the paper.

The author is indebted to Helmut Koch for the hints and suggestions
he has provided. Special thanks are due to Boris Venkov for the many
helpful discussions concerning even unimodular lattices and to the referee

for suggesting many improvements to the original version of this paper.

1. Lattices

Let Rn be n -dimensional euclidean space equipped with the standard scalar

product
n

x •y ]T.v,v,. for all x (xu...(y1;... R"
i= 1

A free Z-module A C R" of rank k := dimRR A is called a lattice of
rank k. A basis of a rank k lattice A is a subset C A that

generates A over Z.
Let AcR" be a lattice. A is said to be integral if \t • Ay G Z for all

Aft Ay A. It is an even lattice if, in addition to being integral, A2 := A-A G 2Z
for all A G A. Let A# {x G Rn | x • A G Z for all A G A} denote the dual
lattice. Clearly, A is integral if and only if A Ç A#. A is called unimodular

if in fact A A#. Thus, an even unimodular lattice is a self-dual lattice such

that A2 G 2Z for all A G A.
Let A],..., Am be nontrivial sublattices of the integral lattice A whose

direct sum is equal to A. If x • y 0 for all xG A,-, y G Ay, i ^ y, then A
is called the orthogonal direct sum of the sublattices Ai,..., Am and denoted

by A Ai 0 • • • © Am. A is called decomposable if there exists such an

orthogonal direct sum with m > 1, otherwise A is said to be indecomposable.
The root system of an even lattice A is the set

Art := {A e A I A2 2}

the elements of which are called roots. A is called a root lattice if A is
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generated by its roots. Let en} denote the standard basis of Rn. The

root system of an even lattice is the orthogonal direct sum of root systems of
the following type, corresponding to the indecomposable root lattices [Wl] :

An := - ej) I 1 < i < j < n n> 1},

Dm := {±(et ±ej) \ 1 <i <j <m,m> 3},

^
8 8

Es := {E(ei ± ej), - | e* ±1, JJe* 1, 1 < i <j < 8},
k=\ k= i

E7 := {v e Es I (v,e7 - e8) 0}.

E6 := {t; G Es | (v, e7 - e8) 0 and (v, - *7) 0}.

The root system of an even lattice is said to be complete (in A) if the lattice

generated by Art has finite index in A. In this case, we will call A a complete

lattice.

In general, one wants to determine the finitely many isometry classes of
even unimodular lattices of a given rank. These isometry classes have been

determined for ranks up to 24. Since the rank of even unimodular lattices

is known to be divisible by 8, the next rank of interest is 32. There are

millions of isometry classes of rank 32 even unimodular lattices. Instead of
classifying all isometry classes, several authors have restricted their attention

to the isometry classes of complete even unimodular lattices of rank 32.

When dealing with complete even unimodular lattices, it is convenient to

classify the lattices according to their root systems. Beginning with a candidate

root system R, the goal is to construct all isometry classes of even unimodular
lattices A such that Art R. To do that, it is helpful to associate a code to
the lattice generated by Art, which can be achieved in the following manner.

Assume that A is a complete integral lattice in Rn. Let R Art and let
R denote the lattice generated by A. By definition, R Ç A is a sublattice
of finite index and RÇAÇA#ÇR#. Let tt: R# —» R#/R be the natural
projection of R# onto the discriminant group G(R) := R#/R, also known
as the word group. It is a finite abelian group that inherits a nondegenerate,
bilinear form

bR : R#/R x R#/R —* Q/Z ; bR{7t(£i), frfâ)) 6 • £2 mod Z

for £1, £2 G R#. Thus, the discriminant group is a bilinear form module, which
will be denoted by (G(R), bR) or simply G{R) if no confusion arises.

Next, define a norm

nR : G(R) -* Q; nR(p) min{£2 | £ 7r_1(#)} •

£ER#
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An admissible representative system {rl5..., rk} of G(R) is any representative

system of G(R) such that rf nR (7r(r;)), 1 < i < k. The following chart

gives the discriminant groups associated to the indecomposable root lattices

given earlier. It also provides an admissible representative system for each

and includes information on norms.

Table 1

R G(R)~ admissible representative system norm

IV

Z/{1 + 1)Z r — r
a£,r — 2_^i=o G"

+l-r
£+1 Z-//=.g-r+l ^

^ - r + 1)

<0+1

De

(e>3)
Z/2Z x Z/2Z

(£ even)

Z/4Z
(£ odd)

dtp 0

5 EL e
dtp — et
J l 1 ldi,3 2 2^i= i ~ 2^

0

£/4
1

£/4

Es 0 ^8,0 0 0

e7 Z/2Z £7,0 0

^7,1 + • ' * + ^6 — 3(^7 + ^8))

0

3/2

e6 Z/3Z ^6,0 0

^6,1 — 1 (^1 + * * ' + ^4 — 2(É?5 + ßö))

<?6,2 —^6,1

0

4/3

4/3

The nontriviàl bilinear forms are as follows :

j(£ _L- I — JA

bAe(a£J,a£p) EE — mod Z, 0<Lj <k<l\

bDi(dtj, d£jo) ee 0 mod Z, 0 < j < 3, bDl(dtp, dtp) ^ mod Z; k 1,3,
• i - 2

bDl(dtp,dip) EE 0 mod Z, bDi(dtp,dtp) —mod Z,

t
boMtp, dtp) - mod Z, & 1,3 ;

%(e7x/, e7,o) 0 mod Z, y 0,1, ^(*7,1, *7,1) ^ mod Z ;

bßß^6,o) Ö mod Z, j 0,1,2, bß6(e,6 ^, e^p) — mod Z, k 17 2,

2
^6 (*6,1^6,2) - modZ.
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Note that the index of each root system R in the chart indicates the

rank of the indecomposable root lattice R. (To simplify the terminology,

set rkR := rkR.) It is easy to verify that (G(D3),bD3) ~ (G(A3),bA3), so

that these two bilinear form modules can be identified with one another.

Note also that G(2Ai) 2- Z/2Z x Z/2Z s G{D2k)• The norms of the

elements in G(2Ai) are 0, |, 1, \. These would be the norms of the elements

of G(D2) if D2 existed as a root system. Let a\ x
denote the nontrivial

representative of the first copy of G(A\) and a\ x that of the second copy.
Set d2,1 := 01,1, d2j2 := a\ x + a\^ d2j3 := a\ x It is now easy to check that

the bilinear form b b2Al for 2Ai has the same values as a bilinear form
for D2 would under this identification. Thus, D2 will often be used to denote

2Ai when it is convenient.

If Ai, A2 C R" are mutually orthogonal, finitely generated Z-submodules

of Rn, then (Ai © A2)# Ax ® Af, where © denotes the orthogonal direct

sum. Thus, the discriminant groups are just orthogonal direct sums of the

discriminant groups described above. In particular, if we restrict ourselves to
the case of root systems of the form R a\A\ + Y^=i $2kE)2k + £iE7, resp.
R a2A2 + £ßEß, then G(R) is isomorphic to F£, resp. F".

Let A be a complete integral lattice, set H tr(A), H1- — 7r(A#). Note
that

H1- {x G G(An) I bAn(x, h) 0 for all h G H}
Because A is integral, H ç Thus, H is self-orthogonal with respect
to the bilinear form b of G := G(Art). Furthermore, H H1- if and only
if A A# (i.e., A is unimodular), and in this case H is referred to as an

isotropic subgroup of G with respect to b, otherwise known as a metabolizer.
A will be an even unimodular lattice if and only if H — H^ and n (g) is an
even integer for all g G G.

Beginning with the root system R, each isotropic subgroup H c G(R)
leads to the even unimodular lattice A 7It is not necessary that
Art R because an additional root arises if the norm of some element of H
is 2. Since the objective is to construct the even unimodular lattices with a

given root system, it is sufficient to consider only those isotropic subgroups
El for which n(h) is an even integer ^2 for all h G H. Such isotropic
subgroups will be called admissible isotropic subgroups.

An observation aids in determining the isometry classes of complete even
unimodular lattices. Let A be a complete even lattice in Rn and R Art its
root system. Let F(R) be the subgroup of AutG(R) induced by the isometry
group of R. There is a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence classes
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of even lattices in R" with root system R and T(R) -orbits of subgroups H
in G(R) with n(h) G 2Z\ {2} for all h G H. Unimodular lattices correspond
to isotropic subgroups.

2. ISOFOLDS AND ISOFANS

Given any root system R, we want to determine whether or not a complete
even unimodular lattice A exists such that Art R. This is equivalent to

determining whether or not (G(R),bR) has an admissible isotropic subgroup.
Suppose R' is another root system such that the bilinear form modules

(<G(R'),bR>), (G(R),bR) are isomorphic. Let <p denote such an isomorphism.
As ip is a bilinear form module isomorphism, b^(g[1g/2) bR(ip(g[), pig^))
for all g'^g'2 G G{R'). Recall that the bilinear forms have values in Q/Z, so

that

n(gf) n((p(g')) mod Z for all g' G Giß!).

If (G(R'),bR') has an isotropic subgroup Hf, it may be possible to use H' to

construct an admissible isotropic subgroup H for (G(R),bR).

Definition. In the notation above, let

<p: (G(Rf),bR,) -+ (G(R\bR)

be an isomorphism of bilinear form modules, where rk R' < rk R. The

isomorphism ip is called an isofan if

n(gf) n{ip{g')) mod 2Z

n(g') < n(<p(g'))

for all g' G G(R'). The inverse (p~l of the isofan ip is called an isofold.

Example 1. The simplest example of an isofan was given by Venkov [V].
Consider the root system Z)&, k > 2, where D2 is identified with 2Ai.
Recall that an admissible representative system for (G(D^), bok) can be given

by <4,o, 1, dkj2, dk,3, the norms of the representatives being 0, 1, |,
respectively. Thus, for any integer k\ satisfying k\ k mod 8, the norms of
dkui and dt^ differ by an integral multiple of 2 for 0 < i < 3.

Let (pok be the group isomorphism given by

<pDk : G(Dk) G(D^+g); d^i »—>• dt+(0 < i < 3).
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